IMMACULATE CONCEPTION HIGH SCHOOL
BOOK LIST FOR 2016 - 2017 SCHOOL YEAR
GRADE 8

TEXT BOOK AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
(Rental Fee paid by Ministry)

1. English for All (R. Narinesingh & Seetahal-Maraj)         Book 2
2. New Secondary Mathematics for Caribbean Schools         Book 2
4. Investigating Science for Jamaica (Mitchlemore)          Book 2
5. Modern Caribbean Geography (Niles)
6. Design and Communication
7. Art, Craft, Design
8. Empires and Conquest (Gilmore et al)
9. The People Who Came (Carnegie)                           Book 1
10. Viva (Spanish) (Moodie)                                 Book 2
11. Encore Tricolore (French)OR Metro 2 by Rosie McNab      Book 2
12. Caribbean Home Economics in Action                      Book 1

TEXT BOOK FOR RENTAL
(Fee to be paid by Parent)

1. Trojan War – Introduction to Drama ((School Rental - $600)
2. Christ Our Life 2 ((School Rental - $600)
Cash will be collected for the School Rental.

TO BE PURCHASED

* Available at the ICHS book store

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Oxford Dictionary

ENGLISH LITERATURE
Aunt Jen by Paulette Ramsay
Miguel Street by V.S. Naipaul
Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry by Mildred D. Taylor
Sunsong 2 by Pam Mordecai
Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare

MATHEMATICS
1 Geometry Set
1 30cm Ruler
Graph Paper

MUSIC
1. Books used in Grade 7 continue in grade 8 Theory of Music Exams 2012 and 2013.*
2. Pencils that write brightly, for example, 2B or 3B pencils, an eraser and a ruler
3. Musical Instrument – the Yamaha Recorder continues to be used
4. Continue with Music notebook from Grade 7

FRENCH
French First Year – Blume and Gail Stein (to be used from Grade 7 – 11)
French Dictionary
1 Vocabulary Notebook
SPANISH
Primer Libro (To be used from Grade 7 – 11)
Viva Practice Book 2
Spanish Dictionary
1 Vocabulary Notebook

GEOGRAPHY
The Longman Atlas for Caribbean Examinations
Skills in Geography in Secondary School by V. A. Rahil

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Good News School Bible
1 Hardcover Notebook

SCIENCE
1 Hardcover Notebook

TEXTILE AND CLOTHING
1 Yard Calico
1 Pack embroidery needles
White/cream sewing threads
1 Pair sharp shears/scissors
4 Embroidery threads (Green & 3 other colours)
1 Pack common pins
1 Hardcover notebook
Pin cushion

ART & CRAFT
1. Sketch Pad (largest size sold in school’s bookstore - 17"x14"/ 43cm x 35cm)
2. Water Colour Paint or Poster Colours (Red, Yellow, Blue, Black & White) or Tempera (water based) Paints –No oil or acrylics
3. A Pack of Wax Crayon, Pencil Crayons, Markers
4. Ponal Glue, Scrapbook, Notebook, Drawing Pencil, (2b, 4b, & 6b)
5. 1 Masking Tape
6. 2 Paintbrushes (Fine & Medium)
7. 1 Black fine tip marker
8. 1 Pair blunt tip scissors No large or small pointed scissors
9. 1 Small stapler
10. 1 Art Kit (Home-made or ready-made)
11. Drawing pencils 2B, 4B, 6B

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ICHS Swim Suit
Swim Cap
House T-Shirt
White Socks
Sneakers
Bath Towel
White Skort